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1. INTRODUCTION

The renormalization group (RG) equation is of vital importance for many applications
of quantum field theory, especially for non-abelian gauge theories {see e.g. (he reviews '*il> and
the books 3 ) i4)). As is well-known, the equation assumes a strikingly simple form in the so-
called mass-independent renormalization schemes, with the minimal subtraction scheme 5) (the
MS-scheme) serving as a most outstanding particular example of these. Indeed, along with its ex-
plicit gauge invariance the MS-scheme offers superior possibilities of carrying out various higher
order calculations including those of RG functions (that is /^-functions, anomalous dimensions,
etc.).

On the other hand, the simplicity of the RG equation in the MS-scheme is in a marked
conirast with ihe only available proof of this equation for minimally subtracted Green functions 6),
which, in fact, explicitly involves all the complicated apparatus employed previously in proving
that the MS-scheme is a valid renormalizalion prescription 7). Of course, there is a simple "proof"
31 based on introducing bare fields and bare coupling constants. However, this can hardly be con-
sidered as a complete proof even if one takes no care for mathematical subtlety. The reason is
that the corresponding arguments get rather complicated and intricate in the general case of Green
functions including composite fields; as a result the problem is still waiting for its solution in this
framework.

The present work aims to give a simple and purely combinatorial, proof of the RG equa-
tion in the MS-scheme which would be free from the above shortcomings of the previous ap-
proaches. Our main technical tools will be the R~l-operation - the inverted usual R-operation -
and a well-known combinatorial property inherent in every renormalization procedure. (We mean
the fact that the latter can always be implemented by adding some extra local terms to the initial
Lagrangian).

It is worth noting that the R~l -operation was first introduced in Refs. 8 and 9 in the
course of treating asymptotic expansions <>!' Feynman integrals. The authors of these works stressed
that the i?~'-operation should be of use in studying the RG equation in various renormalization
schemes. However, neither un explicit representation of the R~l-operation nor a derivation of the
RG equation in any subtraction scheme have been considered there.

The outline of this work is as follows. The next section deals with some generalities
about Feynman graphs, integrals and operations with them. In Sec. 3 we recall the definition of
the R-operation in the MS-schcme and elaborate on the K"1 -operation. In Sec. 4 we prove the
RG-equation in the MS-scheme.



2. STRUCTURE OF FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS AND INTEGRALS

In this section we recall basic graph-theoretical notations and definitions relevanitoFeyn-
man diagramsln). We also consider the definition and main properties of the c-operation - a gener-
alization of the standard ultraviolet (UV) countenerm operation Ayv. which will be in continuous
use in the sequel.

2.1 Basic graph-lhcorclical notations and dclinilions

A graph P is a collection of lines and vertices which can be associated wilh a Feynman
integral (Fl) - a term in the perturbation expansion. Finite collections of internal lines, vertices
and external lines will be denoted by £ r , Vr and £r, while L = |£r | , V = ]Vr| and E = \£r\
will stand for the numbers of elements in the respective sets. Every iniemal line £ 6 £r has two
(possibly coinciding) vertices incident to it, viz. the initial vertex ir_( 0 G Vr and the final vertex
irt(£) G Vr- Every external line £ G £r >s provided with one vertex, if(£) 6 Vr, incident to it.
The empty graph F, is the unique graph with £r, = £r, - Vr, = 8-

A subgraph 7 of F is (unambiguously) determined by subsets £7 C £r and U, C Vr
(the set Vf is understood to comprise all the vertices incident to the lines from £,,). The set £, is a
union of the set w"1 (U,) and a collection of pairs

where ir±'(Tf) = ^ ' ( V , ) . The functions ir±,ir'relevant 107 are defined in a natural way: n't and
it'_ are respectively 7r+ and it~ restricted to £,; *'(£) = n(£) if £ G I F ~ ' ( V , ) , while ir(£') = *•„(£)
if £'<=(£, K) with K - ±1. Thus the external lines incident to a vertex v of 7 are the original
incident lines together with some "fragments" of internal lines from £. Sometimes we shall write
£(7) , £(7) and V(-y) instead of £ , , £, and V, respectively.

Every subgraph 7 of P except the very P is said to be a proper subgraph of P. If 7 is a
(proper) subgraph P we shall write 7 C P(7 CC P). A graph 7 is trivial if £ , = 0. If tig Vthen
v wilt stand for the unique trivial subgraph of P with V* = v.

and
Given two subgraphs 7, ft of P, their union 6 = 7U/1 is the subgraph with £5 =

= V7 U V*; Iheir intersection 7 n /i is defined in a similar way. 7 and /» are called disjoint
= Pj.

We skip over ihe well-known definitions of a connectedM one-pariiclc-irreducible (1P1)
graph, only that a 1P1 graph is a connected non-empty graph which cannot be made disconnected
by removing any one of its internal lines. A c-coinponent of u graph 7 is a maximal connected
subgraph of 7; there is the unique decomposition of 7 into its c-components: 7 = U7,.
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Given a connected graph 7 c P, the reduced graph r / 7 is obtained by reducing the

subgraph 7 to a single vertex, u r In other words,

V(P/7) = {VrYP-jUu.,, £(P/7) = £r\£-, ,

and £(P/7) = £r, with the corresponding functions -n'_, w+ and V being defined as follows: if
ie £ ( P / 7 ) , £ / G£(F /7 ) then<(£) = r oiu (£),*'_(£) = r o ir_(£) and it'(£') = roir(£').
Here r is a natural map r : Vr -»f V(P/7) with T{V) = v if v e Vr n V(P/7) and r ( t ) = «.,
if v G VT If 7 is a disconnected subgraph of P then P /7 is obtained by means of reducing every
c-component 7̂  of 7 to a single vertex v^.

A (proper) spinney S of a graph P is a pairwise disjoint family of 1PI (proper) subgraphs
of P. A (proper) wood 12) W{T}(W{r}) is the collection of all (proper) spinneys of P. A
(proper) forest F (F) is a set of 1PI subgraphs of P such that if 7,7' 6 F then 7 0 7 ' = P), either
7 C V or 7' C 7- The collection of all (proper) forests of P will be denoted by F{P}( F{P }).
Given a forest F, we shall denote by \F\ and (F)m<11 the number of elements in F and the maximal
spinney S such that S C F respectively.

In discussing combinatorial properties of c-operations we shall repeatedly deal wilh var-
ious relations between forests. Note that a spinney (or even a single 1PI graph) may also take part
in the relations.

Let F and F' be two forests of P . We shall define relations between F and F' in terms
of their members 7 6 F' and i e F1. F ~ F ' if for all 7 and 7' 7 n 7' = P», F > F ' if every 7'
is a proper subgraph of an element from F;FZF' if for every V or either F > 7' or F ~ 7'.

If S is a spinney of P then T/S will stand for the graph obtained by reducing every
element of 5. By S I 7 we mean the spinney formed by all elements of S which are subgraphs of
7. If Si and S2 are two spinneys such that Si £ Si then the spinney Si /S 2 is defined according
to

2.2 Dimensionally regularized Feynman integrals

Having recalled the graph-theoretical background, we turn to the second part of the no-
tion of the Feynman tliagram - the Feynman integral (FI). Consider an unrenormalized Feynman
amplitude F r ( o r ) corresponding to a connected graph P with qr = {qt\i € £r] standing for the
corresponding momenta*1. Within the dimensional regularization framework14'"16) it can formally
be represented as I7).

(2 1)

tCtr

•' For simplicity we deal with the case when all the propagators depend on only single mass m.
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<r >(

.v> n -n (2.2)

Here Dt(pt) = P[(pt)/(m2 -p}), with'pj' being a homogeneous polynomial of degree o<. The
momentum p< is a linear combination of the loop momenta £,= {*i , ...KJV} (Af = Lr—Vr+1) anil
the external momenta qr flowing through the internal line £"P^(£*) is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree av in momenta qv = {q*t\Z £ £*} - the set of external momenta for the (trivial) subgraph
it C T. By definition, qji = qt if I e f r n f 0 and q\ = nPe if £ 6 £<,, I = (£',*) with K = ±1 .
Noie that all external momenta are supposed to flow into the corresponding (sub)graph while a
momentum Pi is to go out the vertex n_( t) and to come into the vertex IT+( £), whence the choice
of the sign factor in the above definition of gjf follows. D = 4 — 2e is the running space-time
dimension. We have introduced the t'Hooft's unit mass /j to preserve the correct dimension of
the Fl < T >; after minimally subtracting away UV poles in e yj will serve as the MS-schcme
renormalization parameter. At last, every polynomial Vt (andPv) is to be considered as a member
of the formal algebra of D-dimensional covariants (which should include ^-matrices in addition to
D-dimensional vectors and the matrix tensor in the case of theories with fermion fields 7>. We shall
assume that every polynomial which may serve as a particular example of Vt (° r fv) is written in
the normal form 7) and, thus, does not contain any explicit dependence on e.

Let if be a connected graph. Let us denote the formal algebra formed by polynomials in
' ? € <p and m by A( q"1 ,m,e); the coefficients of these polynomials may depend on E meromor-
phically. By {ei(q

1,m)} we mean the monomial basis in the algebra so thateverye e A{a^,m,e)
may be uniquely represented as

e = £ef(e)e1-(£>lm) ( 2 3)

with all its dependence on £ being located in the coefficients {c,}.

Given a FI < r > and a connected subgraph - j c P , the Feynman subintegral < f > is
a FI defined by (2.2), wiih the polynomials T>2, v g V7and££. ^ £ £ 7 being equal to the ones Pv

r

and Vf respeclively. Let 5 € W{V } and {e,,(£7, m) [7 g S) is a collection of basis monomials.
Prtx-eeding in the same vein we construct the FI < F / S >- with t = {i^\i € S} from propagators
and vertex factors of < f > with understanding that every monomial e^ serves as the (missing in
the initial FI < V >) vertex polynomial vljs(q^). Finally, if {"P7|7 £ S} is a set of polynomials
such that

then we define the < V/S > as the following multifold sum of FI's

f 7CS

2.3 c-opcrati»n and its properties

Let us suppose that we are given a rule A, which associates a polynomial from A (q"1, m, E)
to every FI < 7 > with 7 being a 1PI graph:

A < 7 >= y^Ci(< "I >i£)«i(97im) (2.4)

where £, is a meromorphic function of e. The sum on the r.h.s. of ( ) is to go over all i's such that
the (mass) dimension of ej is equal to that of < 7 >. We shall also assume that A < 7 >= 0 if 7
is a trivial 1P1 graph.

If 7 C T then the c-operation A (7) corresponding to the rule A is defined as follows

A(7) <T >= Y

or, equivalency,
A(7) < T > = A < 7 > * <

Next, let S be a spinney of F and < F/S > an arbitrary FI corresponding to the graph
F/S. We define

A(7)<T/5>=A < 7/(5 I 7) > . < r / ( S U i L x > (2-5)

if 7 is a subgraph r and 7 £ 3, otherwise A (7) < F /S >= 0. Thus, if h C C 7 C T then

A(n)A(7) =A(fc)A(/i) = A(7)A(7) = 0 (2.6)

and
' (2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

r >= ]^CK< h >,e)A(7)
i

Moreover if 7, h C F and A n 7 = F | then

A(7)A(h) =A(/i)A(7)

and

If S e W{F} then the repealed applications of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) naturally lead to the
following definition of A (5)



with

and

> = A

1CS

If F is a forest then we put

A(F)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

where it is understood that in the product on the r.h.s. of (2.13) the order is defined with c-operation

A (7) for smaller graphs acting first (on the right). As a consequence of (2.13) we get that for the

empty forest F

A(F) = 1 (2.14)

It is worth noting that as for their algebraic properties c-operations are, in fact, identical

to subtraction operators widely used in the re normalization theory (see e.g. Ref. 13).

Let us intrtxiuce the R-opcratinn corresponding to a given c-operation A according to

R(V)= £ A(S) (2.15)

(2-16)

which holds for any two (not necessarily distinct) c-operations Ai and A2. Indeed, due to the

definition of the product of c-opcrations

(2.17)

We finish this subsection by proving the following useful relation

Further, if a spinney 5 meets the relation S ^ S' then it can be unanibiuously decomposed into two

"subspinneys" Sa and Si such that S = Sa U Si, £„ < 5 ' and Si, ~ S". This allows to transform

the r.h.s. of (2.17) as follows

(2.18)

3. Ruv - AND Rtfy - OPERATIONS IN THE MS-SCHEME

In this section we first give a formulation of the standard Bogoliubov-Parasiuk

operation in the MS-scheme and second elaborate on its inverse - the fiy[,-op«raiion of Refs. 8

and 9 - which will be our main tool in obtaining the renormalization group equation for minimally

subtracted FI's. *'

3.1 Ruv operation

The Ruv - operation in the MS-scheme, which being applied to a (dimensionally regu-

larized) Fl < F > produces its MS-renormalized version R <T >= R(V) < T >, is defined

according to

Y (3.1)

where the c-operation Auv(l) evaluates the ultraviolet MS-countenerm corresponding to ihe Fl

< -y >, viz.

7 >= Y, Zii < 7 >>e'(f.m^ (3 2)

The dimensionless renormalization constants {Zi} are polynomials in 1 jt such that

Zi (3.3)

where PPf{ e) means that singular part of the Laurent expansion in e of / ( e ) near e = 0.

The main theorem of the renormalization theory adapied to the MS-scheme states

that ""•13)-1^.1" ihere is such a choice of the renormalization constants {Z,(< f > )} that the

flirv-operution makes arbitrary (IR convergent) Fl finite at t —> 0.

In what follows we shall denote the Ruv operation just by R, having in mind that any

other R-operation will be provided with a suitable subscript.

Let 1 be a graph of the form f = &/<& with J c P and <t> being a spinney of f such that

<t> < f. As a direct consequence of properties of c-operations one gets

(3-4)

On the other hand, it is clear that the map

We mean the equation which governs the evolution of a MS-renormalized Fl with respect to Ihe

renormalization parameter / j ; see the next section.
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with
S/<t>

provides a one-to -one correspondence between these sets. Thus, we find that

= R < 8/4> > (35)

3.2 -operation

Let
(3.6)

where A - ' is a c-operation. It was shown in Refs. 8 and 9 that the c-operation A ~l (and thus the
R~x operation) is uniquely determined by demanding that •*

and

(3.7)

(3-8)

As it was stressed by the authors of Refs. 8 and 9 the fl"1 operation plays in the MS-
scheme the role which is, in a sense, analogous to that of Zimmelrnan's identities 20) in the momen-
tutn subtraction scheme. For example, it can be effectively employed in order to ex press on unre nor-
malized (or only partially renormalized Fl) as a sum of appropriately constructed MS-renormalized
Fl's.

We are going lo find an explicit representation of the H~'-operation in terms of the A-
opcration. We begin with proving thui Eq.(3.7) Is equivalent to the following one **'

(3.9)

provided the latter is valid for any 1PI graph f. Indeed, if Eq.(3.9) holds then Eq.(3.7) is also valid
as a direct consequence of the summation formula (2.16)

(3.10)

*' Actually, it suffices to meet only one of these two equations, the .second one will be then fulfilled
at any rate; see below,

*' The equation has also been obtained in RWs. 8 aititl).

On the other hand, if Eq.(3.7) takes place then Eq.(3.9) can be trivially proved with the

help of Eq.(3.10) written for f = f and induction in the loop number N{ 7).

The identity (3.9) is a convenient starting point in finding A " l . Indeed, let us write it as
follows

HS) (3.11)

Due to the identity A ( r ) A - 1 ( T ) H 0, E4.0.11) expresses the A-'-operation in terms of the A
and A"1-operations, the latter appearing only for graphs with their loop number strictly less than
N(r). The next step is louse the same equation (with P substituted by f, 7 G S) for every factor
A~'(7) appearing on the r.h.s. of (3.11). This recursion process will stop when there remain I-
loop diagrams only as arguments of A"1-operations, providing us with an explicit expression of
the A"1 (F)-operation in terms of the A-operation. The resulting sum may be further simplified
by collecting similar terms and the final result reads

(3.12)

A proof of (3.12) (by induction in the loop number JV( P)) . It is obviously true at the
one-loop level. Assuming its validity for W(f) < none can transform the relation (3.11) with
N(F) = n+ 1 as follows

whence (3.12) follows immediately.

The representation (3.12) directly leads to the explicit expression of the R~* -operation,
through the A -operation, viz,

(3.13)

It remains to see that the it"1 operation (3.13) meets Eq.(3.8). Indeed, Eq.(3.8) is surely
equivalent to the following one (compare with the above derivation of Eq.(3.9)):

A- 1 (T ) f i (7 ) = -A(7) (3 14)

On the other hand, due to Eq.(2.6) the formula (3.12) may be identically rewritten as

A ' ' i n = - A ( r ) / r ' ( P ) (3.15)

whence Eq.(3.11) follows immediately.
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4. RENORMALIZATION CROUP EQUATION IN THE MS-SCHEME

This section is devoted u> proving die KG equation in the MS-scheme. We begin wiih
considering the case of a single MS-rcnormalized FI, then recall generalities of the functional lan-
guage we shall speak in discussing the combinatorics of the whole perturbation series and finally
prove the RG equation foF MS-renormalized Green functions.

4.1 RG-equal inn for a single FI

The equation we shall prove reads 6)

mry
•K*[rj

N-i

<r (4.1)

where d^t - /J2 -jjj, the sum on the r.h.s. of (4.1) goes over one-element spinneys of f (that is
over I PI subgraphs of F). The prefix SP means that only simple poles in E are allowed to survivew
in the renontialization constants which enter into A < 7 >. Thus

eSPA < 1 >= "I >)e,(£\m), (4.2)

with

It should be noted that Eq.(4.1) does comprise only MS-renormalized (and, thus, explic-
itly finite) FI's. On the other hand, as a direct consequence of the definition of the R-operation one
comes to an identity which seemingly lacks this nice property, viz.

>=

(4.3)

As is well-known, it is the relation (4.1) that, being coupled to the quantum action prin-
ciple 7>, immediately leads to the RG-equaiion for minimally subtracted Green functions (see Ref.
6 and the next two subsections). We shall prove that the identity (4.3) can be identically reduced
to Eq.(4.1) by means of purely combinatorial argument based on the R~* -operation and the above
developed technique.

Let us introduce a (differential) operator 9 in the algebra of c-operations. By definition,
[)& is a c-operation such that

(4.4)

11

(4.5)
•res

(Warning: these definitions do not imply that say 9A(7) = A^(7)A(7). The last equation is
actually incorrect for instance 9A(F) < r / 7 >= N(T/^)A < F / 7 > whereas

We shall derive Eq.(4.1) from the identity (4.3) through a two-step procedure. It will be
first shown that Eq.(4.1) comes straightforwardly from the identity

valid for an arbitrary graph 7.

The derivation will be finished with proving (4.6) by induction in the loop number JV( 7).

The first step. Let the (unit!) operation R(r)R~l(r) act on the r.h.s. of the identity
(4.3). Upon using the summation formula (2.16), one gets

(4.7)

An examination of this equation shows that if |S| > 1 then its r.h.s. vanishes due to the identity
(3.14). As a result, one gets Eq.(4.1) provided the identity (4.6) is granted.

The second step: a proof of (4.6) by induction in N(i). This equation is obviously met
a t^Cr) = 1 as both its parts vanish due to the identity A ' 1 (7)9A(7) = 0 and the well-known
fact that the maximal power of (1/e) inZ i (<7> ,e ) never exceeds M{ 7) - Assume that Eq. (4.6)
is valid for every 7 with N{ 7) = no- Let T be a 1P1 graph with N(V) = no + 1. Making use the
induction hypothesis and Eq.(4.7) we get

:F>, (4.8)

whence it follows that the combination £(A- ' (F) • dR(T) + 5A(F)) < F > must be finite at
E —» 0. On the other hand,

with Q not containing simple poles in £ due to the fact that the operator d eliminates the unit
contribution to Hi V). Combining the latter two statements one comes just to Eq.(4.6),
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We iinish this section by recasting Eq.(4.1) into a form more suitable for the discussion
in the next section. Let us define iJM as an H-opcration corresponding to a c-operation A,, of the
form

Ap < Tf >= M E S P A < i >

where W is an auxiliary parameter. Then Eq.(4.1) is obviously equivalent to the following equation

:<r >+eM(V)R<r >=

: r » | H . o (4.9)

4.2 Renormalization of Green functions

We shall deal with the p*-theory for the sake of transparency. As is well-known the
collection of all (connected) Green functions appearing in a given Lagrangian model can be con-
veniently described in terms of the corresponding generating functional which in our case
reads *'

ZH»;A) = [ f d<pexp(is(<p,D + A • tp)]% (4.10)

Here the action s = / £( x) dx + I • Q, with

- jA{x)<p{x)dx ,

1 Q = "£,ifXi{x)Oi(x)dx with A,X.= {%} and£) = {O<} being respectively external sources
and local composite operators {that is Oi(x) = Oi(ip,x) is a function of tp(x) and its space-
time derivatives taken at x). The upper script e means that all the Green functions forming Z\ are
subjected to dimensional regulorization. The connection between Green functions of the field £>
and the functional (4.10) looks as follows

(4.11)

where

and

(4.12)

Proper Green functions, G^rop(.£H, y^), arc generated by the functional

*' We put zero alt the vacuum tadpoles without insertions of composite fields.
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where

D-.,«|1

and the upper script "prop" means that Z\( y*"* are contributed by only such diagrams which get
1PI after the substitution A = Z>~' • <p.

. D bean arbitrary functional of the classic Held <p, and the external sources
A and Z- The generating functional with an insertion of T is defined according to

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

Iff is an auxiliary parameter then

Z'clKA\T) = — Z'tls + T • t;A) \(.o.

Moreover, the functional (4.14) meets also the following equation

op
A) =0

= f <p(x) J^JJ-- Note that both Eqs.(4.14) and (4.15) are straightforward consequences
of the quantum action principle, which is true within dimensional regularization 7).

We define the MS-renormalized generating functional RZ\ = Zr
c by letting the R-

operation (31) renormalize every FI's contributing to Z\. As the MS-scheme respect the quantum
action principle Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) remain valid after substituting Z\ —> Z\.

As is well-known the action of the R-operation on Z'( a'. A) may be equivalently imple-
mented by adding some some extra local terms to the initial action s. The first accurate proof of this
important theorem was done in Refs. 21 and 22 (for the case of normally ordered Lagrangians).
The corresponding generalization for Lagrangians without normal ordering (which we exclusively
deal with in the present work) has been performed in Ref. 23 and 24. In our notations the result
can be stated in the form of the following identity

where the renormalized action sT is

(4.16)

(4.17)

Note that due to the properties of the c-operatton A the functional sr can be presented as

s' = j CT{f>,1){x)dx (4.18)

14



where the renormalized Lagrangian £ ' is a local function of classical field <p and the sources I and
generally contains poles in e. Moreover the use of the relation {4.14) gives

where

can also be represented as

• /

(4.19)

(4 20)

(4.21)

In any given order perturbaiion theory J^ tv .DCi) is, in fact, a polynomial in the field p, the
sources I and their space-time derivatives with coefficients being polynomials in 1 /e without the
terms of order ( 1 / E ) 0 .

4.3 Rcnormalizalion group equations Tor Creen functions

It was shown in Ref. 6 that Eq.(4.1) directly leads to the RG equation for MS-renormalized
Green function!) of the form RG(X_n) and flC(2L1>>'i), that is for those without insertions of
composite operators and with just one such insertion. So we feel that it is justified to start with the
general case of Green functions with arbitrary number of the insertions of composite fields. Thus,
the problem is to lind the equation which governs the evaluation of the renormalized generating
functional wiih respect to ji.

The solution of this problem amounts to an observation that the derivation of the key
relation (4.16) relies on only combinatorial properties of the R-operation without specifying of the
corresponding c-operation. This allows us to use Eq.(4,9) in order to find *'

where

(4.22)

(4.23)

Due to the properties of the c-operation Â  the functional ^ ( p . l ) is finite ate —> 0 andean be
represented as (compare with Eq. (4.211)

= J (4.24)

wiih ^ being a finite at e —> 0 local functional of the classic field p anil the sources I .

•' As we are dealing with finite at e —> 0 functions we do not take into account below the terms of
order £" with n > 1.
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Thus we find
(4.25)

, The equation becomes nothing but the RG equation for the renormalized generating functional
Zl(s; A) provided the following equations (coming from the quantum action principle)

op

-^-
am Z[(s\A\ - / if?(x)dx)

•.Zl(s;A\-±-j<p\x)dx)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)g y ; U : A ) H ; \ ^ J p ( ) ) ()

have been previously employed to exclude from J^t ip,X) the terms proportional to the functional
/ if,1 (x) tit, / (dp)2 ( i ) dx and / <p* (x) dx.

5. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have developed a technique which allows us, first, to find the explicit
representation of the FT1 -operation and, second, to give a simple rigorous proof of the RG equation
for arbitrary MS-renormalized Green functions. In a subsequent publication we are going to show
that this technique can also be employed to find a direct combinatorial proof of the RG-equation
for coefficient functions of various operator product expansions treated within the MS-scheme.
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